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In Number 23 Professor E. D. Cope
and Idealism," and finds in the evidence

He

tation of the doctrine of idealism.

treats of

" Evolution

of evolution the refu-

concedes that

much

of

consider the objective world is unreal and has no existence, except, as we perceive it, like the snakes, for instance, to the
-victim of delirium tremens; and he agrees that " the properties of
•what

we

matter" owe much of their character, and even their existence, to
our senses, which give matter all its qualities, or, at least, modify
and change them according to the number of our senses and their
ability to perceive. Yet, for all that, he says: "If a given supposed
object be purely a mental state on the part of the subject, a
rational cause for the production of that state

With great

self-confidence. Professor

is

wanting."

Cope

says:

"Evolu-

tion gives the coup de grace to idealism of the consistent type. In
the gradual unfolding of organic life it sees the two universal
It sees them interact and influence
facts, subject and object.

each other," and further on he says
for

:

" It

is

equally competent

the materialist to deny the existence of

mind

as for the

field of

observation the

problem disappears and through this extension of our sphere of experience the growth of thought is possible. Thus the happiest ideas
do not fall from heaven, they spring rather from notions already
existing.
From this standpoint the narrow conception of egotistic
views disappears,
"The person" is comparable to an indifferent
and symblical thread on which are strung the real pearls of life
the ideas that make up the changing content of consciousness.
Humanity in its entirety is like a polyp plant; the material and
organic bonds of union have been severed, but by this freedom of
movement, the psychical connection of the whole has been attained in a

much

higher degree.
E. P.

The American

POWELL.

scholar, E. P. Powell, gives his views

on "Lan-

guage" in Nos. 24 and 26. He maintains that language, as a
means of communication, is possessed by all the animal creation,
even down to the lowest in the scale of being; that all communicate with one another; that all of them have a language to
express their wants and especially to express hunger. This lies
at the root of the principle of evolution,

opment

is

because "organic devel-

necessitated in the direction of organic

— to speak."

power

to express
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always keeping an open book beside him on his
bench. Such tastes did not suffer him to sit

tailor's

In 1854, we find him a graduate, at the
unusually mature age of twenty-six, from Oberlin,
then famous not only for sympathy with the slave,

there long.
MEMORIAL SERVICE TO PROFESSOR WILLIAM
CAMBRIDGE, MASS., AUGUST 8TH, i888.

[E

D.

INTRODUCTORY HYMN.
O

Earth, thy past

With

its

is

Who unto strife and toil and tears were
Who unto fiery martyrdoms were led.
O

but for hospitality to women. He had already done
some teaching and made a study of law; and that fall

crowned and consecrated

reformers, speaking yet, though dead;

Earth, the present too

is

he took part, as an opponent of slavery, in the campaign which triumphed in the election of his candidate. Governor Chase, of Ohio, afterwards Secretary

fated.

crowned with splendor

By its reformers battling in the strife;
Friends of humanity, stern, strong, and tender.
Making the world more hopeful with their life.

O

true field
Earth, thy future shall be great and glorious
its reformers toiling in the van;

With

and love

Till truth

And

shall reign o'er all victorious.

earth be given to freedom and to man.

That majestic Sphinx,* the guardian angel

of these

peaceful dwellings, asks a question far more difficult

Why,

than the old Theban riddle.
incomplete?
children

Why

who had

is

this

she says,

silent city

scarcely given

is life

so

peopled with

any sign

of

what

they were capable of becoming, with young lovers who
saw nothing but roses around them as they closed
their eyes, and, sadder

were already

Our

still,

with

men and women who

and honor?
whose memory we meet, was an un-

in the full tide of usefulness

friend, in

conscious prophet of his

own untimely

said, in a brilliant article in

T/ie

end,

when he

Index, "Finis

is

a

"This creation is
no miracle, no theophany. It is
the passing phase of a scheme which is developing
from a background of eternity." "Man is still incomplete," he adds, "a foundation whose completion
transcends the powers of nature."
What I honor most about our friend's life, is that it
was one which could not be completed. He left his
work unfinished in his sixtieth year. He could not
have finished it if he had reached four-score years, or
even a century. And this was not because he did not
labor zealously and patiently.
Look at the records
See him, despite his fondness for
of his boyhood.
society, preferring books to play or supper.
See him
delighting in nothing so much as in roaming the woods
and fields in search of rare plants. See him, a little

word which nature never spoke."
incomplete.

It

*.A huge granite

chapel

Mr. Gunning soon found that his
was not law or politics, but science. In
1859, he was busy lecturing and investigating in the
He
service of the State Board of Geology of Illinois.
had studied comparative anatomy in New York City,
before he came, in 1863, to Cambridge to hear AgasFour years later
siz, who spoke highly of his powers.
he was working in London, and talking with Huxley
and Herbert Spencer. He was an early and open ad-

of the Treasury.

in Mt. .\uburn,

is

monument

facing eastward, near the entrance to

commemorating the preservation of the Union, and

tlie

the

Emancipation of the slave, executed by the sculptor Martin Milmore. Designed
and given by Dr. Jacob Bigelow

vocate of evolution; and this highest result of thought

formed a frequent theme of the brilliant lectures which
he delivered during the last twenty years all over the
High
country, from Massachusetts to California.
praises are given by Unitarian and Orthodox clergymen, I mention this because it is even more to their

—

credit than his,

— not

only to his lectures but to the

book which he published in 1877, under the title of
"Life History of our Planet." The Popular Science
Monthly calls this "a successful attempt to popularize
a great branch of science without sacrificing or cheapening it," and adds that "the author has invested the
great historical problem of the earth's past life with
unusual interest and attractiveness." This volume is
soon to be reprinted and accompanied by another,
made up of contributions to the periodical just mentioned, to The Index and to The Open Court. Among
the characteristic titles are these: "The History of
Niagara Falls," "Have Plants a Pedigree?" "The

"The Sun

in Religion and
and Death," "The Evolution of God," "Old Morals and New Ethics,"
"Prophet and Sibyl."
But it would be doing more justice to Prof. Gun-

Sisterhood of Worlds,"
Science,"

"The Moon

in Life

ning to quote him than to talk about him. In various
sermons and lectures he says: "One of our poets, in
a scene in which angels meet from different spheres,

THE OPEN COURT.
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describes an angel standing aside from his compan-

bowed head, and tearful eyes.
And the angels said: 'Who is that?' And another
She is
angel replied: 'It is the angel of the earth.
ions with folded wings,

always weeping.' "O my earthly friend and brother!
The angel of the earth should be known by all the
If she is tristful, her
celestials as the 'Glad Angel.'
tears flow over the $300,000,000 in the coffers of

man more than they flow over
another.
Her tears will never

the

empty

one

coffers of

such crime
man is impossible.
A smile should chase back her tears every
day a man invents a machine to abridge the labor of
men. Let the higher enjoyments of one bring the
largest meed of joy to the many.
Wipe the grime
from the brow of the toiler, weary and heavy-laden,
and make the angel of earth the glad angel." "So
will the dream of to-day be the life of some glad tomorrow." "O Prophet! O Sibyl! Through the mists
of earth thou didst see the city of God.
Echoes from
another shore of being fell upon thine ears. Flashes
from hills of light beyond the vale fell upon thy eyes.
dry

till

against humanity, as ^300,000,000 to one

On

our ears, dulled by din of the marts of trade, by
furnace blast and whirr of machinery, thy message falls

low and

inarticulate.

of science,

souls

of

slayer of

It will

yet blend with the voice

and the symphony will be as balm on hurt
men." "Science came among men as a
gods.
She laid her hand on the sun, and

found him the bubble of a gigantic earth; she laid her
hand on matter, and found it a shadow cast by force;
on force, and found it a mode of motion; on lightning,
and found it not; on light, and found it vibration of
ether; on darkness, and found it quiescence of ether.
At her touch, mystery after mystery melts away, but
only to reappear in one universal mystery."
I remember no articles in The Index and The Open
Court better than Professor Gunning's. They were
full of important facts, told in the most interesting
way possible, and written with a plain purpose of
always telling the whole truth on the subject, and not
keeping the best part back for that more convenient
season which never comes.
I was recently reading an
essay by a lady who says that all disease is due to
artificial

habits of

life,

and

seemed

incredible; but

cise truth, until

I

I

by assertThis assertion

justifies herself

ing that wild animals are never sick.

could not

happened

to

make

out the pre-

open a back number

of

The Index, where Professor Gunning calls attention to
the fact that of several hundred lions and tigers shot
by a French expedition in Algiers, every one had
something the matter with its lungs. I also remember
his saying that

nating

all

man would be

the gainer for extermi-

and animals, except about one
hundred. These and similar statements

the plants

species in five

were meant

to

expose the

common

misrepresentation

adapted to all the wants
man, and of nature as divinely perfect. This pious
optimism assumes in the interest of religion, that
whatever is, is right. Men are taught to accept all
natural phenomena as perfect.
It is but one step
of the earth, as providentially
of

farther

to

accept

social institutions,

all

especially

those of great antiquity, as perfect also; and the result is opposition to

ing

is

more

philanthropy and reform.

essential to progress

Nothand improvement

than to believe of the world, that, as our friend says:
"It is not good; but it is the raw material of good.
Its excuse for being is that it is not always to be."

Thus our

friend served the cause of humanity in his
uncompromising loyalty to truth. No wonder that,
highly as physicians and college presidents enjoyed
his lectures, he never held a permanent professorship
in any college.
It is a great pity, for no one could
have done more to save young men and women from

the sad mistake of thinking science dry or dismal.

He would have shown them
thrilling interest.

But

this

that nothing has such

was made impossible by

passages such as I have just quoted. It is easy to see
why, when we remember that, close to these very
grounds, resides one of the most original and scholarly
of living metaphysicians, a

man

of spotless character,

burning zeal for imparting knowledge, and great success as a teacher.

One

of the

dreams

of his life

was

be professor of philosophy in some university; but
he never has been, and never will be. He deliberately made it impossible by taking the unpopular side
in obedience to conscience, while a Unitarian clergyman. The same influences which have kept Frank
Abbot from doing the work for which he was preeminently qualified as a Harvard professor, kept
William D. Gunning also from his rightful place. It
is due to his memory to say this plainly.
We honor
to

him

all

the

more

for

making great

sacrifices in the

cause of truth.
It

is

pleasant to find him, after retiring for

some

years to rest from lecturing in Florida, return once

more to the platform as speaker to an Ethical Society
in Keokuk, Iowa.
His exposition of the eternal principles of morality from the standpoint of science was
a great success. Catholics, Orthodox Protestants, and
Free-thinkers listened eagerl}' to his lectures. Men,
women, and children gathered in classes, which he
always met faithfully, no matter what might be the
He had been for some ten years
state of his health.
troubled by symptoms in his throat which now developed into bronchitis. He had to leave Keokuk,
but he could not give up his work. He accepted a
call from Unity Hall Society, in Greeley, Colorado
and came there last January, a sick man. The trustees
urged him to rest; but he felt too heavy a burden of
thoughts which he must speak out. Twice he mounted

THE OPKN
the platform, to be

He had

more impressive than ever

before.

already announced his third subject for the

next Sunday,

"Calm

after

Storm;" when

he was

COURT.
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new

seed-grain, to yield harvest after harvest of

truth.

Business, politics, and fashion, metaphysics and theology,

all

move

paths which'science marks out.

in the

men do homage

some delighting

seized with the attack which carried him in six days,

All

on March 8th, forever beyond all life's storms.
For him the storm has passed away. And after it,
what? The calm of silent night? The calm of a summer noon, amid the fragrance of Paradise gardens,
and angelic symphonies? His own choice would be
neither of these.
He would say, " No calm for me,
but steady sailing onwards, through new realms of
knowledge and duty!" Has he had his wish? We
can at least believe that beyond the veil, there is no
failure or disappointment, as there is no sickness, or
It is safe to make such denials; but
pain, or sorrow.
what can we affirm? Still the Sphinx sits silent. Her
lips do not open.
Her riddle remains unsolved.
I cannot even think of our friend as completing his
work, for I know that it was of a kind which must
always be incomplete. When a theory is complete, it
is laid aside and forgotten.
By and by perhaps, it is
taken up again, but only to be torn to pieces. All the
field of knowledge is strewn with the fragments of
philosophies and theologies, which, as soon as they
were finished, gave place to new ones, destined likewise to pass away. I say this only to call attention
to our friend's good fortune, in having given his life to
a work which never can be finished, and which therefore must continue to interest the best thinkers so
long as man endures. It has always done so. Long
before there were any writers on science, long before
there were any books, perhaps even before there was
any articulate speech, in those dumb ages of human
life, compared with which all history seems petty as
an item in a newspaper, men were learning by sight
and touch of the outer world. The earliest knowledge
came through observation and experience. The most
sure and useful knowledge akva5's has.
Modern science is merely preserving, interpreting, and enlarging
the results of the primeval and eternal method, which
is much more honored to-day than it ever has been
before, since men began to record their thoughts. All

honor him, others paying all the more sincere a
tribute, because it is perfectly unconscious. His memory is en.shrined in the grandest of mausoleums, the
only one which can be called eternal. This is our
friend's immortality.
We need not try to honor his
memory. He has made it permanently honorable.
We can only hang our little wreaths of everlasting
upon the stately monument which mightier men than

that

built in this field

is

becomes part

of a structure

every other edifice. What Professor Gunning discovered in the Gulf of Mexico, or in

which

will outlast

Buzzard's Baj', has just as

been

announced by

much

Aristotle.

authoritj' as

What

if it

interest

had
and

value his observations have to-day, will remain imperishable.

All

the scientific knowledge

of

to-day

be part of the knowledge of the future; and much
of it will prove more precious then than now.
The
scientist rests from his labors; but the work of science
goes on continually. His name is treasured up with
love and honor by those who follow him.
His observations and discoveries are used again and again as
will

to the scientist,

to

we reared long

ago.

CLOSING HYMN.
O word

Who

divine, like healing

" Blessed are they that

i

The tenderness

.

that heals,

The power to look within the veil
And learn the heavenly lore,
The key-word to life's mysteries.

To every hope by sorrow crushed
A nobler faith succeeds;
And life, by trials furrowed, bears
The fruit of loving deeds.

So dark

Hath never known ho
Our human spirits a

•

never mourned hath never

What treasures grief reveals,
The sympathies that humanize,

To hearts oppressed and torn,
Thy heavenly consolation falls,

'

full of

to

us before;

strength

Baptized into the san(

Of suffering and of

i

GHOST STORIES.
A

STUDY

FOLK-LORE BY

IN

PART

^ConcUtded.

Glend.

I

can

But

VANCE.

)

from the vasty deep.
man;
they come when vou do call for them?
(Henry IV, Part I—Act III. Sc.

will

VIII. Finally

J.

call spirits

Why, so can

Hot.

L.

III.

I,

or so can any

we reach

I.)

those ghosts that 'needs

come from the grave to tell us this.' Ghosts of this kind
come because they cannot help themselves. They are
subject to the wishes and

whims

of their lord

and

master.

Athwart ghost

stories in every clime

and

in ev-

shadow of the-man-who-talks-withSuch a man, like Owen Glendower, is not

ery age comes the
the-spirits.

Like him, magicians
in the roll of common mortals.
loudly boast of their power to call spirits from " the
vasty deep."

They bring not only storm and sun-

shine, but they can bring from the grave spirits, good,

They go through certain mystic
and secret ceremonies, whereby they converse

bad, and indifferent.
rites

with bodiless beings, " as with familiar friends."*
There is hardly a tribe so rude, so barbarous, that has
not

its

Medicine-man, Meda, Jossakeed, Shaman, Anname for magician, necromancer,

gakok, or whatever
'

medium,' we

may take. When

visited the Indians of

the Jesuit missionaries

North America they were sur-

prised, to say the least, to find that the different tribes

had

'

medicine-men

Schoolcraft, IV.

'

p. 647; IV.

-jongleurs,
pp. 490-498.

as

Pere

Le Jeune
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calls

them.*

Yet,

Indians

to the

is

what Le Jeune regarded as peculiar
familiar enough to uncivilized and

Now, some of the queer doings of the savage necromancers who converse with ghosts, find fitting parmediums,
professional
allels in the doings of the
who call up disembodied spirits. Mr. Woods has recently printed an account of the manner in which the
Shaman, or doctor-wizard of the Thlinkeets goes to
work.f "These Shamans," he says, "claim to be able
to see the 'life,' or soul leaving the body, or being
dragged from

it

by spirits

.

.

.

.

'

Itis their businessto seize

mouth and breathe or force it into the
body." To this he adds: "I only saw one Shaman exorcising, and I do not believe he would have continued,
had he known I was observing him. He kneaded,
pounded, yelled, chanted, frothed, swayed to and fro,
played tunes all up and down the suffering patient, blew
in his mouth and nostrils, and literally worried the life
the soul with the

out of him; In general practice, the

Shaman continues

the wretched patient declares himself better."

till

A

very similar description of the medicine-man's
In this case the
is given by Mr. Im. Thurn.J

doings

'wretched patient' was Mr. Im. Thurn himself. NoW,
the Indians of Guiana the doctor-wizards are

among

Having had a headache all day, Mr. Im.
Thurn went to the Peay, and asked him to drive out
He was taken in
the bad spirit that caused his pain.
the evening to the Peay's hut, and there went through
called Peay.

most remarkable series of crucial experiments. After
the place had been darkened, a succession of horrible
noises began; now low, mysterious whistlings and
a

then loud, unearthly peals of what seemed laughter;
at

one time he would

feel

the near presence of

some

invisible being; at another time, the light pressure of

hand passed over

This strange
sort of hypnotism continued all through the long hours
of the night, and when morning-light came, much to
Mr. Thurn's relief, he was asked whether or not he
was better. Replying in the negative, the Peay said
he did not know how that could be, and thereupon
produced a caterpillar or worm which, he said, had
caused the ache.§ The whole thing, concludes Mr.
Thurn, "was a very clever piece of acting and vena ghostly

his brow.

triloquism. "||

From

the

same quarter comes a somewhat

kind of a savage ghost story.

Wyatt

Gill

The

and James Chalmers

story

New

write,

is

different

told

by W.

in their 'adventures

night, after turning in," they

a peculiar noise as of

some one

in

and knew then what was up,

singe-

We

made.
visit.

for

if

1882. pp.

Note the common superstition that a tooth-ache is caused by a little worm.
Shortland's "Traditions of New Zealand," p. 131; Dyer's "English Folk Lore,"

were

felt

I

had a spiritist in
were now about to be
named, and the places we were to

all

somewhat anxious

as to the revelation,

should be the least doubtful as to our going,

it

no native would .... stir with us. However, the revelation on being interpreted to us by Kena was all
right .... The spirit dilated at some length on the good
qualities of foreign tobacco, and the badness of the
native stuff.. .. While at the morning coffee he (the
spiritist) came and sat down along side of us, and we
learned from him that the spirit of a deceased friend
comes into him, and then things are revealed; the
spirit speaking through him.
He said that when we
were at Ekiri, a few weeks ago, he knew it, and told
the people of the village of it." Again, the authors
write that, "our spiritist gave us a very short and indistinct seance last night.
A man speared the other
day in a Wallaby hunt, he told us was dead. He
seemed to be raving a good deal."f

Once more,

if

the reader thinks that Indians are

not familiar with some of our best
sional' spirit-tricks, he is mistaken.
the celebrated 'rope-untying' trick
the agency of spirits.

Then

known 'profesTime was when

was explained by

the Davenport Brothers

came and performed the same bit of jugglery unaided
by any spirits. Col.GarrickMalloryhas recently written
an account of a wager made about the year 1858, between one Beaulieu and an Indian jossakeed at White
Earth Agency, an abridged account of which is as follows:

medicine-lodge was made. The interior diamless than four feet, covered with blankets and
birch-bark from the ground to the top, leaving an ori-

"A

eter

was

of about a foot in* diameter open for the ingress
and egress of spirits, but not large enough for a man's
fice

body.

"A committee of twelve was selected to see that no
communication was possible between the jossakeed
and confederates. These twelve men were reliable
people, one of them being the Episcopal clergyman
The spectators were several hunof the reservation.
dred in number, but stood off, not allowed to approach.
"The jossakeed then removed his clothing, until
nothing remained upon his person but the breechBeauHeu then took

a rope (of his

own

selection

and knotted one end
about the ankles; the knees were then securely tied
together; next the wrists; after which the arms were
purpose) and

for the

335-337-

—we

the village, and revelations

cloth.
Chap. IX. " Ce cont les jongleurs qui font le
que les sorciers pour tirer des antres quelques presens."
+ Century Magazine, July, 1KS2.
t Among the Indians of Guiana. By Everard Im. Thurn. London:
* Relations,

ries

"Last

Guiana.'*

"we heard

great distress, then loud speaking in a falsetto voice,

civilized folk in all quarters of the globe.

'

in

first

tied

§

1

Loc.

*"Work
Wyatt

p. 156, etc.
cit. p, 337.

Gill.

iLoc.

and Adventure in New Guiana."
London: 1885. pp. 109-111.

cit. p. III.

By James Chalmers and W.
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passed over the knees, and a billet of wood passed
under the knees, thus securing and keeping the arms

to the deceased, and the other setting by his side, re-

down

told."

The rope was then passed around

motionless.

the neck again and again, each time tied
so as to bring the face

stone of black color
or amulet

—was

down upon

and knotted,

the knees.

A

flat

—which was the jossakeed Manedo,

left

lying

upon

his thighs.

The

jos-

sakeed was then carried to the lodge, placed inside
upon a mat on the ground, and the flap-covering restored so as completely to hide him from view.

"Immediately loud, thumping noises were heard,
and the framework began to sway from side to side
with great violence; whereupon the clergyman remarked that this was the work of the Evil One, and it
was no place for him; so he left, and did not see the
end.
After a few minutes of violent movements, and
swaying of the lodge, accompanied by loud inarticulate
noises, the motions gradually ceased,
of the juggler

was heard

telling

when

the voice

Beaulieu to go to the

house of a friend near by, and get the rope. Now,
Beaulieu suspecting some joke was to be played upon
him directed the committee to be very careful not to
permit any one to approach while he went for the rope,
which he found at the place indicated, still tied exactly as he had placed it about the neck and extremities of the jossakeed.
He immediately returned, laid
it down before the spectators, and requested of the
Jossakeed to be allowed to look at him, which was
granted, but with the understanding that Beaulieu
was not to touch him.

"When
keed

the covering was pulled aside, the jossa-

sat within the

lodge, contentedly

smoking

his

ceived the precious messages which the dead

We

man

might, also, give the experiences of Dr.

Moffat with African jossakeeds, well worthy of recital.
But instead, I give two short but lively accounts of

savage seances, which

may

well hold their place by

the side of any "authenticated facts" furnished by the

Psychical Society.

The

account

first

Zealand," and
English gentleman,

taken from Auckland's " Old

is

New

is

told

who

by the Pakeha Maori, an

lived

among

the natives as

one of them.* Among the New Zealanders the medicine-man goes by the name of 'Tohunga.' The exhibition took place in a darkened village-hall, where
the spirit of the

Pakeha Maori's own

was

friend

called

from the vasty deep " by the Tohunga. " Suddenly,
without the slightest warning, a voice came out of
the darkness .... The voice was not the voice of the
Tohunga, but a strange, melancholy sound, like the
It
sound of a wind blowing into a hollow vessel."
is well with me: my place is a good place,' said the
" The spirit gave answer to a question which
spirit.
proved to be correct, and then 'Farewell,' cried the
Farewell,'
spirit from deep beneath the ground.
Farewell,' once more came
again, from high in air.
moaning through the distant darkness of the night."
The second account is taken from Mr. Howitt's
" Kamilaroi and Kurnai."
f " The fires were let go
"

'

'

'

The

down.

Bira-ark

(sorcerer)

uttered the cry

of

At length a distant reply was
heard, and shortly afterwards the sounds as of persons
jumping on the ground. A voice was heard in the
'

coo-ee

'

at intervals.

'What

pipe, with no other object in sight than the black stone

gloom asking,

Manedo."*

wanted?' Questions were put by the Bira-ark, and replies given. At the termination of the seance the spiritvoice said: 'We are going.' Finall}', the Bira-ark was

A

variant of the above performance took place at

Odanah on
and

is

the

Shaman was
all of

Bad River Reservation

in

Wisconsin,

narrated by Col. Mallory as follows:
tied

much

his clothes on;

"The

as before mentioned, but with

a fish-net being tied above his

whole person; and horse-bells
were attached to his body, so as to indicate any motion.
When examined afterwards, the clothing had
been stripped from his person, the nets, and ropes,
and bells placed in a separate pile in the lodge, and
the clothing was found by direction under a designated
clothes, enveloping the

tree a mile off."

Before passing from this branch of the subject,

let

us note some savage seances on a level with "mani-

which the Psychical Societies in EngWe might take
the seance viitnesseA by Mr. Brough Smith, in Australia,"!" whete the sorcerer, " lying on his stomach, spoke
festations "

land have investigated so learnedly.

*
'

Another account of tbe rope-trick, by an Angekok,
Greenland."

Hist, of
t

*'

Aborigines of Australia." Vol.

i.

pp. 107-109.

is

in

a

straage

intonation:

is

found in the top of an almost inaccessible tree, apparit
was alleged
Mr. Howitt adds,
ently asleep."
'

that the ghosts

had transported him there

at

their de-

parture.'

A

is recorded by Mr.
"Journal of the Anthropological Insti"A man who was present in the camp on the
tute."
occasion of one of Mundanin's performances, said as
follows: 'In the night his wife shouted out, 'He is

variant of the above seance

Howitt

in the

gone up.' Then we heard a whistling in the air, first
on one side of us, then on the other, and afterwards
as of some people jumping down on the ground.
In the morning he found
After a time all was quiet.
Mundanin lying on the ground near the camp, where
the Mrarts (ghosts) had left him. He had a big log
He seemed as if asleep, and when
across his back.
we woke him up, and took the log off him, he began
'

'

gii

Auckland,
t P. 253-

p. 148.
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about

sing

to

the

'

Mrarts,' and

he had seen

all

above."*

What
you do

can be said of savage ghosts that come when
call

'professional'

They

them?

for

What do we

ghosts.

and kin

are kith

to

think of such

Well, they are on a par with the " recorded instances " of performances given by our latSuppose, at the close of a
ter-day 'mediums.'

ghost stories?

seance in

the

Academy

Miss Kate Fox

of Music,

should be found in the top of a telegraph-pole, in
should say
that her exhibition of "powers " was no greater than

We

front of the hall, apparently asleep?

that given by the Australian Bira-ark.
correct,

—and

it is,

— modern

'

If this

view be

'become
with similar man-

manifestations

when put side by side
among savage men.
Remember that ghost stories of

plain enough
ifestations

perfectly

familiar

to

this kind were
Greeks and Roaccount of an ancient

ancient

the

Perhaps the liveliest
told in one of the dialogues

mans.
seance

is

Lucian.

of

saw

the Philopseudcs, Kleodemos says, that he

a

In

Hyp-

COURT.
practiced the

just

enough science

common
tion

among

sent

flying

it

"

He

through the

Glaukias had fallen

then

made

a clay Cupid,

air to fetch the girl

whom

in love with, and, presently, lo!

was knocking at the door!"
It was against the magical practices
conjurers that the Fathers directed

of these

much

she

pagan

of their en-

ergy and a great deal of their thunder. And we find
that the sharpest and shrewdest opponents of the Early

Church were these very conjurers who attempted to
show that the so-called 'miracles' were in their repertoire. Yet, in a few hundred years, their Christian successors claimed to do what the Fathers had vehemently
denied.

Thus, mediaeval mystics enjoyed

commonly ascribed
men. They could call up

butes

all

the attri-

from the deep, could
converse with the dead, and could enter the abode of
the disembodied spirits.f They manufactured homunculi, and learned to make magic ointments, by
virtue of which they sailed through the air.
Consequently, the literature of the Middle Ages is
full of stories of

half-starved saints

who

held mystic

intercourse with bodiless beings, of fat-witted sinners
On
iribes."

Australian Medicine-men; or Doctor and Wizards of

A.W.Hewitt.

"Journal."

Vol.

XVI.

p. 23,

some

.Australian

was neces-

Comedy

'

of Er-

introduced in this

role.

In 'Hamlet,' the rough soldier, Marcellus,

is

"

Thou

art a scholar;

speak

to

al-

Horatio."

it

born with
disembodied
spirits.
The Malleus Malejicarutn, the orthodox authority, declares that 'holy men' were by spiritual sorcery marked with the stigmata.
Such a belief has siyvived, for example, in negro
folk-lore.
According to the negro superstition, only
those " born with a caul" can converse with ghosts.
In Mr. Jones's recent volume of " Negro Myths," we
have July's declaration that " people wuh no bin born

Another mediaeval

belief was, that only those

certain

gifts

spiritual

wid caul kin yeddy

what

all

could

(listen

"

(see them).

Me

exorcise

to) sperit,

an' sperit

but

good

dem

fren' "

can't

— and

medicine-men say.f

But, passing

down

to

modern

times, a great revival

of ghost stories of this kind took place after the

won-

drous revelations of Emanuel Swedenborg, in the last
century.

Here was

a

man who,

friends with the spirits.

like July,

was good

Here, too, was a

man who

drew no hard and fast line between the spectres of his
imagination and the visions of his reason. J Swedenborg claimed that to him was given the power to enter
the spiritual world, and to see what was going on
" The spirits," said he, " knew no other than
there.
I was one of themselves." From these and other similar statements Swedenborg simply claimed to see,
just
talk, and walk with his spiritual companions
what every ghost-seer has always claimed, no less,

—

—

no more.
Let us give, by way of concluding this comparative
study of ghost stories, a short account of the modern
It
seance, and see how it compares with the savage.
is abridged from Walter Thornbury's description of a
seance, in 1871:

"

to jossakeeds, or medicinespirits

Indeed, in the

luding to the ghost, says:

this is

for sacrificial expenses.

Hence, there arose the supersti-

the folk that deep learning

the schoolmaster. Pinch,

flying

—

to

rors,'

"What!"

"you saw the
and walking on the water?"
" To be sure," replied Kleodemos, "but what's the use
of talking of such trifles, considering what other manifestations he showed us
sending loves, calling up
daemons, raising the dead, and bringing in Hekate
herself visibly, and drawing down the moon?"
The
speaker says that the conjurer had his four minse down

Black-art.'*

sary for an exorcist.

shum"

says his astonished listener,

people.

'

sciences untaught.'

erborean conjurer flying and walking on the water.

Hyperborean man

Still, the sinners knew
make their art look black to the
They 'passed the nights of years in

who

I

went up into a

stuffy parlor,

and found about

fourteen people, nervous and evidently uncomfortable.
Presently, Messrs. A. and C.
tered, seated us
* For a brief

around a

summary

(two young men) en-

table,

and requested us

to

of this period in Europe, see Mr. Lecky's " History

of Rationalism," Chapter i, "'
" Saducismus
Glanvil's

see

Magic and Witchcraft," while for ghost stories
Triumphatus," Bodin's " Dfimonomanie des

Sorcerers," Madden's " Phantasmata"; Thiers,

"Traitd des Superstitions,"

and Garinet, " Hist, de la Magie en France."
t " The manner in which a man became a Bira-ark was generally believed
(ghosts) they took
to be, that being found alone in the forest by the mrarts
him up with them and taught him." A. VV. Howitt in yotirnal of Anth. lust.
'

Vol. XIII. p.
t Dr.

'

196.

Maudsley, ("Body and Mind") makes out

madness against Swedenborg.

s.

/•rima /acie case of

THE OPEN
The gas was turned down, and

join hands.

the scaiicc

one end of the table, facing C, at
the other. ... All at once Mr. C, at the further end
from me, began to gurgle and groan like a person in
an epileptic fit. Some one cried: 'Turn up the gas!'
It was done, and we beheld the medium with his head
twisted in the folds of a red tablecloth .... Things
began.

was

A.

at

looked dull. All at once we were hailed by one of the
most tremendous gruff bass voices that ever hailed a
man-of-war. John King, the favorite spirit of Mr. A.,
had appeared with a grumbling announcement of his
presence.
Who is this John King?' inquired one of
the party.
He lived about three hundred years ago,'
said some one in the dark. On John King growling that
there he was and what did they want, a skeptic exclaimed, in a dramatic manner: Rest, rest, perturbed
spirit.'. ... After a few minutes there were sounds of
violent blows, and several skeptics were struck on the
head, a sofa-cushion was flung at me. A man near me
said, he thought he felt a cold breeze passing over his
hands and a cold finger touch his .... A lady requested
that Kate appear. Kate is Mr. A.'s second familiar.'
Presently, a little whiffling voice announced Kate.
By and by two stones were thrown violently on
the table, but no one expressed audible alarm ....
Sometimes I fancied the table jerked, or reared a little; sometimes I thought I heard animal feet pattering
up and down the table .... No more voices coming,
Mr. A. proposed our changing places to improve our
conditions,'.
.but no result came.
Here ends our comparison of stories of ghosts that
'come when you do call for them.' The gist of the
whole matter has been briefly but clearly stated by
Mr. E. B. Tylor, who studied the subject from the
"Suppose a wild North
anthropological standpoint:
American Indian looking on at a spirit seance in London. As to the presence of disembodied spirits, manifesting themselves by raps, noises, and other physical
actions, the savage would be perfectly at home in
the proceedings, for such things are part and parcel of
The part of the
his recognized system of nature.
affair really strange to him would be the introduction
of such arts as spelling and writing, which belong to a
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

.

.

—

different state of civilization."*

There are somethings 'Shaman,' and 'medium'
can do, but a great many things they can not do.
What they can ?!ot do, has been quaintly summarized
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alter judge's decrees, or councils of kings, these mitiuii

Genii cannot do

it,

altiorcs Genii hoc sibi adservdrunt,

the higher powers reserve these things to themselves."

Anat. of Melanch.," Part

Now,

method

the

Sec.

I.

Sub.

2,

of folk-lore

to

is

3.

compare ghost

wherever we may find them. My general thehas been, and is now, that the difference between
the savage ghost story and the ghost story of civilized
stories
sis

folk

one

is

We

of degree, not of kind.

believe that

which drew
no hard and fast line between dreams and realities,
which believe in a "choir invisible," while notions
about the shades or spirits of the departed were vague,
confused, and irrational. Holding this, we have found
stories about ghosts arose in savage minds,

that the stuff of ghost stories

Kingdon

Prof.

same.

Clifford

might

—the mind-stuff as the
— everywhere the

call

is

it

the world over as with us, " c'est partout

It is

conune chez nous!"

But

it

may be

asked,

how

did

it

notions of ghosts were born in the

How

do you account

question

As

is

no part

of

come

savage

that

brain?

"facts" adduced by

for the

Messrs. Gurney, Myers, and others?
first

ever

To answer

the

our business.

to the "facts" collected

by

a great

number

of

be said. We agree
that there is a great mass of evidence from persons
who declare that they actually have seen beings and
psychical inquirers, a word

may

They ground their
on the solid basis of their senses. That is right
enough; but can the senses be misinformed?
That is to say, can I doubt my own eyes? Now, the
We know
rationale of seeing is pretty well known.
that light emanating from each point of an object falls
upon the eye: that it passes through several lenses
and humors and is made to converge upon a point in
the retina, where a picture is formed as in a cameraobscura: that the object is thus placed in direct communication with the brain. Beyond this we do not
know. No one can say just how the image on the retina
is connected with the impression on the brain. When
a person tells us that he " sees " an object, let us say
a ghost, his belief may come from some external object acting upon his brain through the eye, or it may
proceed from some other action upon the mind.
Let me illustrate. If a blow is struck on the eye,
a man says that he "sees," and he may 'see'
things, too, which have no visible existence. An electhings materialize out of nothing.
belief

chap. 17, neither these magicians nor
devils themselves can take kway gold or letters out of

current applied to the nerves of the eye may also
if applied to the nerves of the
cause a man to 'see'
ear he may hear' sounds and noises amid the deepTo sum up: a man 'sees,' as he truly beest silence.

the mine or Crassus's chest, et clientelis suis largiri;

lieves, objects

by the

'

Melancholy

Burton thus: "And yet for all
Lypsius well observes, Phys.

'

this subtlety of theirs, as

Stoicor.

as

lib. I.

Bodin notes they can do nothing

aut pcenas, .... they cannot give
* Primitive Culture.

Vol.

I.

p. 155.

in

judicum decreta

money

to their clients,

tric

:

'

which actually have no visible existence:
he 'hears,' as he firmly believes, noises and sounds
which likewise have no audible existence.
Truly, our world is full of sights and sounds that
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beyond the ken of
hke Keat's

are within the ken of some, but

Thus, a ghost story

others.

a good deal

is

from tairy-Iand
Hard for the non-elect to understand:'

non-elect can better understand
The

'

tale

Of horrid apparition, tall and ghastly,
That walks at dead of night, or takes his stand
O'er some new-opened grave, and, strange to tell,
Evanishes at crowing of the cock.'

For they know that ghost and goblin cannot bear the
strong morning sun-light, and so vanish at the crowing

THE MEMORIAL SERVICE TO

PROF. 'WM.

was held

friends of Ethical Culture,

D.

Cambridge, Mass,, on the

at

The

8th of August of the present year.

were singularly

services

Prayer was offered by Rev. Dr. Holland of Concord,
Mass. The two beautiful and appropriate hymns, printed in this
number of The Open Court at the beginning and close of Mr.
Frederic May Holland's Memorial Tribute, were expressively ren-

impressive.

members

dered by lady

The

of the Ethical Society of Boston.

Service of Song was due to Mrs. C.

M. Bisbee.

In a touching

address, Mrs. Bisbee spoke as follows:
" All sorrow is sacred, and when a great presence like that of

our friend

taken from our midst, one feels so inexpressibly sad

is

seem

that words, the lenderest,

Why

ask:

as ethical culture

of Mr. Gunning came to me in this way. Just
demanded a broader basis, one free from the sec-

tarianism of philosophy as of

West and advocate

feel the loss to

theology,

hand (dated December

What

Convention.

is

able representative in

States, for

is

withdrawn.

the letter

of last year) promises,

12,

if

I

have

I

in

possible, co-

I

find

it first

Brother Chadwick has said:

'

of all

Inva-

but the scientific way of saying Everlasting Faithful-

What can be more

inspiring than perfect confidence in this?

—

find help again in the

enthusiasm of our friend for good an enthusiasm so pure and so intelligent that it leaves a trail of light be-

I

hind.

ing

I

believe his genius has brought that

moment

umph

in the annals of the

of enthusiasm.'

world

'

'

great and

which Emerson

commandcalls

a

'

M.\Rv Gunning.

MR. SOL. LEVY IN REJOINDER TO
To the Editor of The Open Court: —

value to the solution of serious problems.

can give not one, but many, instances where economy has
effect of reducing wages, and I hope that after having dem-

I

had the

will

be easier for

courteously.

The reason

onstrated this
trine "

it

D.

To the Proprietor and Editor of

local

The Open Court.

The Open Court,

Colorado,

March

reports,

script address, written

us,

8th of

his decease

this year.

and Mr. Fred.

for the occasion,

send you some

I

May

occurred at

Holland's manu-

not before in print.

There was a paper which, had Prof. Gunning continued with
he would have given you in due time. It was the treatment, or

Montgomery and
was matured

Prof. Cope, as published in
in

at

such pitiable

is, that many Bohemian workmen have come
more economical and whose standard of living is considerably lower, to whom a filthy room in a crowded tenement is
both a shop and a "home," and who force the American workmen

over

who

are

go into other occupahave been reduced to
about a dollar a day, by getting frugal and economical men from
Italy and Hungary.
These people, by denying themselves every
comfort, still manage to save some money, which again has the
to either accept their standard of living or

The wages

tions.

tendency

to further

of Pennsylvania miners

reduce wages.

So, in all branches of production

and

in all countries, the facts

and low
wages go hand in hand. According to "Wheelbarrow's" logic, the
What class of people is
highest wages ought to be paid in China.
more economical, more sober, and more industrious? Yet it avails
them nothing. Certainly, no one advocates extravagance or inare patent that the strictest economy, long hours of labor,

temperance.

mean
I

consider sobriety a virtue, but sobriety does not

I

abstinence.

have slightly misquoted Col. Ingersoll, having quoted from
To show how even a great lawyer and a man of rare ac-

his

liable to

is

lose his reputation as a scholar

The Open Court.

mind, but his social work, and sudden

when

confronted by " Wheelbarrow's " school of political economy, I
here quote the exact language in reference to the point under dis"

The

comes forward with his specific. He tells
he must be economical, and yet, under the

capitalist

workingman

that

present system, economy could only lessen 'oages.

rather reconciliation, of the differences in the arguments of Dr.
It

to treat this " doc-

made

tively fair earnings,

the

— On

newspaper

opponent

cigars are

wages, where formerly people in this industry enjoyed compara-

pute.

GUNNING.

August 8th, Memorial Services were held
at Mt. Auburn Cemetery, Cambridge, Mass., on the interment of
the remains of the late Prof. William D. Gunning.
As you have
Greeley,

my

memory.

PROF. W.

already noticed in

WHEELBARRO'W."

This is not a personal controversy with "Wheelbarrow." I
Funny stories
not fighting men, but contending for principles.
and humorous episodes of "Wheelbarrow's" life will be of little

complishments

Sir:

"

am

tri-

"

CORRESPONDENCE.
Dear

but another expression of the " Incomplete.
for the success of your journal, I am

Walth.^m, Mass.

Society in an earnest Spring

help for a grief like ours?

in the invariableness of law.

riable law

its

of this higher platform,

New England

our

operation with our Boston Ethical

ness.'

are tempted to

apparent break in Nature's

this

The death

course?

the

We

irreverent.

Why

all this sacrifice?

It is

truly yours,

world of advanced Free Thought and the

loss to the

—

—

GUNNING.

the late Professor William D. Gunning, whose death occasioned so

lamented a

*

With earnest wishes

Service upon the interment of the remains of

The Memorial

writing out, or committing the

*

I

fore the close.

cock at the dawn of day.

of the

*

been aware what was in store that the close of my
husband's life was so near, I could have accomplished the writing
But he was surrounded by the
of the Cope-Montgomery article.
demands of social labor which allowed no time for a thought of
the end to creep into my mind.
Hope always sustained me, at
He was
least until the final attack, six days before the close.
convinced for a long time that the disease, bronchitis, would conquer at last. Still he never acted the part of an invalid. He
mingled in society and sustained his desk work until a month be-

Had

" Doubtful tale

The

decline, prevented the

physical

points even verbally to me.

Under

the

great

law of supply and demand, every saving, frugal, self-denying workingman is unconsciously doing what little he can to reduce the

compensation of himself and his fellows. The slaves who did not
So the
wish to run away helped fasten chains on those who did.
'

Does
worker live on the least possible
work one day that he may get
enough food to be able to work another? Is that to be his only
hope that and death?" (Some Interrogation Points. North Ameri-

saving mechanic
the great law

amount

is

a certificate that wages are high enough.'

demand

of bread?

Is

that every

it

his fateto

—

March, 1887, page 226.)
be done by throwing chunks of wisdom at the
head of the laborer by preaching temperance, frugality, and self-

can

Re'c'iew,

But

this is not to

THE OPEN COURT.
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human

by telling him to be good, virtuous, and economical; it can
only be done by restoring to labor its natural rights, by opening up
the storehouses of nature, by giving labor a chance to employ it-

ture transformed, blended, fashioned, or formed by

self.

for the

denial,

What

more unnatural than a laborer forced into
tells us that there are more than a million

is

Mr. Powderly

idleness?
of people

out of work.

Is not labor the creator of all wealth? the factor that
our wants and administers to our desires? Are all our
wants satisfied, all our people fed, clothed, or housed? Why, then,
cannot labor employ itself to satisfy its accounts? The answer is
satisfies

Because land, the indispensable passive factor of produc-

plain.

without which labor cannot engage in creating wealth, is
fenced in; the treasures of nature are locked up and the monopolist
holds the key, and before the laborer is permitted to work, he
tion,

must pay blackmail
tent with

for the use of

is

own

to

an equal ex-

men have

attempted to

his

we

single- tax

to be a cure for all

it

ills,

others,

human

miseries

bring; but he

it

causes,

who can

we

see the happiness

see only in

it

a

who

bring into the public treasury,
ucts of labor, a

fiscal

considers

" punishment " for the use of the

tainly look with a feeling of

change,
it

soil,

will

contempt mingled with pity upon our

'

'

that land values should be taxed to the last penny, thus implying

George himself entertains no such

will

render

it

'
'

"We

idea.

hold,"

that to tax land values to their /ii//

impossible for any

man

to exact

from others

a price for the privilege of using those bounties of nature in which

men have an

equal right of use; that

it

individual controlling natural opportunities to

by the employment of labor or abandon them
thus provide opportunities of work for

all

compel every
either utilize them
will

to others; that

men and

it

will

secure to each

the full reward of his labor, and that as a result involuntary pov-

and the greed, intemperance, and vice that

erty will be abolished

spring from poverty and the dread of poverty, will be swept away."

This simple,

just,

"the most tremendous

but radical reform. Wheelbarrow terras
feat of engineering ever

done by mortal."

singularly all such reasoning conflicts with the well developed

and mature opinions of scientific writers may be seen from the following quotations from Herbert Spencer (Social Statics, Chap. Vni):

"Such a doctrine is
tion; may be carried

consistent with the highest state of civiliza-

out without involving a community of goods

and need cause no very serious revolution in existing arrangements.
The change required would simply be a change of landlords; separate ownership would merge into the joint-stock ownership of the
people.

.

.

.

His Grace, he would pay it to the agent of the community. ... A
ordered would be in perfect harmony with the
mora! law. Under it all men would be equal landlords, all men
alike free to

become

tenants."

All monopolies rest directly or indirectly

nopoly.

upen the land moThat gone. Wheelbarrow cannot point out one monopoly

that can stand this change.

But
bor,
If

it

is

said land values are nothing but the products of la-

and therefore

in taxing

Wheelbarrow can prove

them we
this

I

will still

shall

be taxing industry.

become

position on the labor question, whatever that

his disciple to his

may

be.

—

Is a

1.

money as

Products of

a circulating

medium?

money, as a circulating medium, other than a represent-

Is

3.

ative of value?

be those who can expand, or contract, the volume
money, and they should so contract said volume or
amount, would, or would it not, hamper all persons engaged in adjusting their accounts with others by the nse of said circulating medium?
If there

4.

or

amount

5.

If

needing

of

those having said circulating

it

medium should

say to those

for the purpose of adjusting their account with their fel-

you must, by our law, have this circulating medium, in
order to adjust your account with your fellow, and while I am
aware you cannot afford to pay so much for the use of it, yet, if you
will pay our price, we will help you out this once, and that price
should be three times what the party could afford to pay, what effect, if any, and more especially if the controller of the volume
continues so to act, will such and kindred acts have in driving the
buyer of it to poverty?,
6. What would you say, if there should be such persons with
such a power, as to its being a safe one for them to exert or use?
7. If money be a representative of value, or short method of
accounts, what, if any ^aod reason, can you give for such costly
representatives as silver and gold?
8. If the increase of wealth in a nation per year be represented by the gain per cent, upon its principal, is, or is it not, true
that but the three classes, agriculture, manufacture and mining,
low, come,

create that nation's wealth?
g. If the remaining class, commerce or the wealth-distributers,
should take a greater rate than the other three get for their distributing process, will the one not become wealthy and the other

three go to poverty?

c. E.

WHEELBARROW

instead of paying his rent to the agent of Sir. John or

state of things so

would be

Wheelbarrow

than with

cer-

Every reference to the scheme is a proof that Wheelbarrow"
its purpose and effect, and hopelessly confuses a tax
on land-values with a tax on land.
He makes it appear that only Mr. George's disciples believe
that Mr.

jl/r.

will

mistakes both

says Mr. George's Stmn/ard,

MONETARY PROBLEMS.
SERIES OF QUESTIONS ADDRESSED TO " WHEELB.^RROW.

.4

who

obtained.

How

exertion

growth of a community. The taking of this fund, made by all for
the use of all would not be a tax at all but in the correct sense of
the term would simply be rent.
Thus it will be seen that this progressive political economy is
based, in the last analysis, upon absolute justice, equality, and a
clear perception of the rights of man.
For it is as true to-day as
it was a hundred years ago when the French national assembly declared that "ignorance, contempt, and neglect of human rights " is
the Wif cause of public misfortune.
Sol. Levy.

a tax on the prod-

it

enthusiasm, to his mind so out of proportion to the results to be

all living

human

purpose of satisfying human desires. Land values, however, are not the product of human exertions; they are not a product at all, but simply a value that attaches to the bare land by the

sound financial system the greatest of superstructures
upon which any good government rests?'
Is there a shorter, as well as better, method of accounts
2.

removal would

its

mere

judges the benefit of this reform by the amount of dollars

amount

muscle and mind upon natural resources, the raw material of na-

but we hold

be the most fundamental reform, one that must precede all
and that will make all other reforms easier. Seeing the

to

human

exertion, the expenditure of

all.

This is the cause which
remove; not that we believe
it

what

labor are the results of

To

Ihe Editor

IN REPLY.

The Open Court: —

of

What have I done that those questions should be thrown at
me? I am innocent both of monetary science and political finance.
The banker's grammar is very hard Greek to me. The prickly
phr.ises that bristle all over the tree of gold

and

silver

knowledge

sting me like the blackberry-thorns of years and years ago. I have
never been initiated into the esoteric mysteries of money. The

occult jargon

of

"circulating medium,"

"double standard," "

mum

reserve,"

"measure

of

ratio of exchange," " elastic limit,"

"multiple tender," and

petual headache to me.

I

cannot

tell

all

the rest of

it,

value,"

"miniis

a per-

the difference between an
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"
Gresham's law
money may be
as plain to me as to the banker or the statesman, perhaps plainer.
By that standard all " circulating mediums " must be tried.
It would be easy for me to say, " give it up," and thus escape
those conundrums, but that is an ignoble retreat, and especially where the questions include a compliment, implying
a belief in the inquirer that I am competent to answer them. This
compliment is gratifying to me, and it would be ungracious not
When Mr. Toots was asked, " What are you going to
to say so.
do with your raw materials when they come into your ports in
return for your drain of gold, " he boldly answered, "Cook 'em."
So I will at least attempt an answer though I may fire as wide of
the mark as Mr. Toots himself.
I am always a little suspicious of hypothetical questions, and
questions which conceal within them an expression of opinion, or
the statement of a fact, because a man unskilled in the artfulness
of logic, may in his answer unintentionally confess the fact, or subscribe to the opinion.
It may be that I am walking into an ingenious verbal trap, but whether or not, I will at least be as brave

obolus and a kobang.

I

know no more about

But the moral

than Gresham did.

'

'

standard

'

'

"

of

as Toots.

To

the

question

first

I

answer. No!

I

am

sure good govern-

ments have superstructures greater and stronger than financial
It appears to me that financial systems are merely expedients of government.
They are only agencies created by government, for purposes of national housekeeping.

The second
but

question

trying to answer

I

it

is

not so clear as

may be

it

might be, and perhaps

springing a dead-fall for myself,

do not know of any shorter or better way of keeping accounts

I

money as a circulating medium.
To the third question, I answer, Yes! It will circulate as a
medium " all round the world by force of its own actual positive
worth, when it cannot travel the length of a street as a " reprethan with
'

'

sentative " of value.
I

tread with caution

all

around the fourth question.

conceals a trap big enough for a grizzly bear,

let

I

think

it

alone Bre'r Rab-

It begins with " volume or amount of money," and ends with
" said circulating medium." Do " money " and "circulating me-

bit.

dium

" in this

question

mean

the

same thing?

However, giving the

language a liberal construction, and supposing it means the metal
coins, and the paper " circulating medium " known as currency, I

answer

in the affirmative.
It would work very great injury to the
community if any persons had the power to e.xpand or contract the
volume of money, at their own will; and among those persons I
include the person called "government," the most dangerous of
them all. At the same time I do not see how it is possible to expand money except by digging it out of the ground and coining it.

This kind of expansion is always a public benefit, while the expansion of paper credits, which pass under the name of money, is
very likely to be an injury, especially to the poor, and all who live
by wages.

The

money
side

species of compulsion.

I

can only render such reasons as

chess by

and

letter.

silver as

I find

money

cognizability,

bility,

ductility.

by the books that the reasons

indestructibility,

These ought

thousands of years

all

and confessed allegiance

come

money

to gold

and

divisibility,

to be convincing, but I

other kinds of
to gold

For

at all.

silver to

and

fear

I

shall

never discover the way.

question assumes that there are persons who have
the privilege of expanding and contracting the circulating medium

by making money scarce and dear they may exact
In answer to the quespromptly say that, if there are persons possessed of such a

be measured, and

Men instinctively trust in gold as the foundation and
money, and as the safest of all. Their faith in other
money rests on gold as its ultimate redeemer, and unless that
promise of redemption, appear somewhere about it, all token,
credit, promissory, representative, and substitute money stands
condemned by common consent. You may demonetize gold by
statute, and it will stalk through the marts and markets, lord paramount of money, in defiance of the law. It is natural money by
the constitution of commerce, by the common law of the world.
The eighth question demands my surrender to the combined
powers known as Agriculture, Manufactures, and Mining. I am
not ready to give myself up.
I admit that so far as human labor
makes the wealth of a nation those three powers give more than
others to the aggregate fund, but they do not contribute all.
Hunting, fishing, and some other human activities contribute
something, and there are agricultural products, manufactured articles, and minerals whose value consists more in the labor of those
who distribute them than of those who raise them, fabricate them,
For instance, Nature has estabor dig them out of the ground.
lished coal cellars in different parts of the country and filled them
full of coal.
Underground Pennsylvania is one of those coal cellars.
Now, the value of that coal up stairs at the mouth of the pit
is not only what the laboring miner has given it, but also what
the capitalist who sunk the shaft, and the engineers who contrived
the means to reach the coal, have given it. The value of it in Chicago is what all those together and the distributers have given it by
their joint exertions, and the distributer may have furnished the
basis of all

larger share.

To

answer that the hypothesis appears to
The last value of an article is the
price paid for it by the consumer, and that price includes the reward of everybody who has had anything to do with it. Commerce c^n get its own share and no more. It cannot get the share

me

to

the ninth question,

I

Each

be.
at

suppose an impossibility.

their

find.

seventh question assumes that

money

is

only a represent-

If

could, they

it

commerce would cease

products, and

the farm, the shop, or the mine.

then takes charge of

The

own

of the the " three classes " gets the price of

extortionate usury and oppress the poor.

dangerous power, it ought to be taken from them. It is not a safe
one for them to " exert or use;" at least, it is not a safe one for
those who happen to be scarce of " circulating medium."

money have

to receive their tickets

of " ratio."

at will, so that

tion, I

and
For

silver for the privilege of cir-

ages, all other kinds of

would consume

I

sixth

stability,

have others.

of the farmer, the manufacturer, or the miner.

The

I

for using gold

money have rendered homage

usury, but

question

have.

are their superior homogeneity, utility, porta-

suppose refers to the rate of interest for
money, and suggests, again, the hard bargain between Shylock and
Antonio.
I wish I knew some way by which those " having said
circulating medium " might be induced to share it with those who
have none, or, at least, to lend them some of it without exacting
fifth

I

They may be good, or they may be bad. The jury, the readers of
The Open Court must decide. I might answer from the books,
as we answer our adversary's move when we a play a game of

culating as

systems.

in

method of accounts. I think that metallic
is all that and something more.
It has value of itself outand beyond its money uses, and that is the reason why it has
always been the money paramount. It is " a thing of beauty and
a joy forever."
Silver and gold are not " coAXy representatives."
They are costly actualities, and in this very costliness lies their supremacy as money.
Is it fair to demand of me ^oorf reasons" for using silver and gold
" If reasons were plenty as blackberries, I would not
as money?
give yon a reason on compulsion."
To demand good reasons is a
ative of value, or short

its

to

product

distributer"

market he can
and the consumer pays it all. The bridge between the original producer and
the final consumer may be long or short, and the person who carries the " projuice " over it may be an extortioner, but after all, he
cannot get any more than the traffic will bear. That the profits
may be more fairly shared by the other
three classes " is the ob-

He

it,

and carries

The "wealth

charges "whatever the

it

to the dearest

traffic will bear, "

'

'

THE OPEN

COURT.
THE LOST MANUSCRIPT.*

commerce laws, and
them wise and some of them not.

ject of state railroad-regulations, inter-state

similar contrivances,

some

of

Whatever rate the wealth distributer

may charge

for his work,

BY GUSTAV FREYTAG.

CHAPTER XXF— Continued.

it

does not follow that therefore the farmer, the miner, and the manufacturer must

"go

"

to poverty."

no common agreement between my
He may
questioner and me as to what really constitutes money.
recognize many potencies as money that I reject, and after all, we
may be strangers to each other's meaning, like two men trying to

may be

It

that there

is

converse together in different languages.

I

remember long

ago,

I was meandering through France, how vexed I used to
be at the stupidity of the French people, who could not understand
So, I fear my
their own language when spoken to them by me.
questioner may be vexed at my dullness because I do not under-

when

Use.

be happy long?

ing

yet."
"

they

so,

made

standard of honesty,

a political

elastic,

un-

and shifting from time to time. This despotic legislation
has thrown the whole system of human dealing into a chaos of
moral confusion. Governments declare tobacco, coon-skins, rum,
promissory notes, and various other things to be legal-tender in
payment of debts, and the consequence is, that the sense of moral
obligation is weakened among the people.
I do not mean to say that it is not within the legal province of
the supreme power in the state to close its courts to creditors, and
declare that certain coon-skins, or other legal tenders, having been
certain,

offered them, their debtors are free, and*their debts paid;

but, in

There justice
is absolutely void.
and a debt is not paid until the moral obligation it contains
Great as this government is, it is not able to pay any
is cancelled.
man's debt by statute. It may declare the debt expunged, satisfied,
wiped out, even "paid," but only the debtor can pay it. The
moral confusion in these cases arises from the use of the wrong
word, "payment." Adebtor, finding that his debts are" paid " by
legal force, is apt to think that the moral obligation, as well as the
legal obligation, has been discharged by the laws of his country,
when, in fact, the moral obligation can be discharged by himself

—

one year, two years? and so forth,
away."
The Prince began the sentence, but had not arrived at the first year when it flew away.
"That does not apply to you," said Use, laughing,
"The little creature was angry at me
to console him.
I

till it flies

stand exactly what he means by money.

There are many "circulating mediums" of bad character
traveling about as money, and they are doing a very extensive busiCertain substitute money, having served
ness on false pretenses.
for a time in that capacity, declares itself real money, is recognized
as such, and does a great deal of mischief before it can be arrested
and suppressed. For this, government is responsible. It has
usurped prerogatives and powers that belong to omnipotence alone,
and with cheap money it has cheated the poor man out of his
wages. It was a daring and arrogant usurpation when governments
declared money to be a legal-tender in payment of debts, for by do-

The ladybird knows your Highness's future," said
" You should ask it: Ladybird, ladybird, shall

I

had rather bear the misfortune

mj'self," said the

Prince, in a low tone, "than that you should suffer

While Use,

startled at

words, turned to the ladies, he stealthily picked up
the kerchief that

behind a

tree,

had

fallen

pressed

it

from her shoulders, and,

to his lips.

Still merrier did the young people become, when
from the hut behind the bushes two men stepped
forth with red-coats and drums, and invited them to
try their skill at the popinjay. The Chamberlain took
the superintendence of the boys, and Use of the girls;
foresters and lackeys helped with the cross-bows; the
arrows struck incessantly on the body of the bird, for
the hitting was made easy, and those who did not
win could admire the prizes, which were arranged
on two tables. Everything went on smoothl}', as is

the lackeys

fitting at (LoMxt fetes;

among

moved

incessantly

the company, with every imaginable refresh-

the dominion of morals, the act

ment; the splints from the popinjays

reigns,

the Prince distributed the prizes to the children

"

alone.

I

owe you nothing,"

said a dishonest debtor to his cred-

"that note was outlawed last week." In like manner the
bankrupt, having passed through the court, thinks that he owes
itor,

nothing and that
It

was a

all

his debts are paid.

fantastic

dream

of

the alchemists that by chemical

expedients they might change the baser materials into gold, but

skill of

that can

and

I

the alchemists failed, and there

perform

this miracle.

is

no political alchemy

Right here, perhaps,

my

questioner

find ourselves trying to converse together in different lan-

He may mean one thing by "money," and I another.
we can reach a common understanding as to what really constitutes money, we shall have no foundation whereon to build " a
Wheelbarrow.
sound financial system."
guages.

Until

O

virtue, virtue! as thy joys excel.

So are thy woes transcendent; the gross

Knows

not the bliss or misery of either world.

Thomson

—Agitmcmnon.

and

fell like hail,

who

thronged round him. Bertha Raschke became queen
of tournament, and a little son of the Consistorial
Councillor her consort.
presents, followed the

up

to a long table,

The children, carrying their
drummers with joyous shouts

where a supper was prepared

them.

They were

queen

in the middle.

to

sit

down with

for

the king and

The foresters and lackeys served
The Chamberlain could not

the different courses.

have devised anything better to please the parents;
and the fathers walked behind the chairs and enjoyed
seeing the little ones drinking harmless wine out of

it

a more irrational fanaticism that believes in the power of governments to create money that will pay debts. All the resources
is

and

it."

the deep meaning of his

the crystal glasses, their rosy faces

expressing de-

lighted astonishment at the beautiful china and silver
dishes.

They soon became merry;

Consistorial

Councillor proposed

finally

the

little

the health of the

Prince; all the children cried "Hurrah!" the drummers drummed, the music struck up, and the parents
stood round thanking the giver of the feast. _Ilse
brought a garland of wild flowers which the ladies had
woven, and begged permission of the Prince to put it
upon him. He stood amidst the happj' party elevated
by the innocent joy of all around him, and by the re* Translation copyrighted.
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spectful attachment which

was

visible

on

all

counten-

looked at Use with silent thanks, and
without apparent cause his eyes filled with tears.
Again the children screamed out " Hurrah! " and the

He

ances.

drums beat.
A horseman

in strange hvery galloped out of the
wood; the Chamberlain, in consternation, approached
the Prince, and handed him a letter with a black seal.
The Prince hastened into the tent, and the Chamber-

Iain followed him.

The wild flowers had brought the young gentleman no good fortune. The pleasure of the fete was
company stood

groups about the tent,
At last the Prince and
While the latter turned
the Chamberlain came out.
to the Rector and to those who surrounded him. Use
saw the Prince at her side with deep sorrow depicted

over; the

in

uncertain and sympathizing.

work

She had

of selection.

hardl)' time to

throw her

treasures into the secret drawer before Mr.

Hummel

and Laura received him with the foreboding that his coming portended serious results. Mr. Hummel approached his
daughter and looked at her closely, as if she had been

was

a

at the door.

new

was a rare

It

visit,

Paris invention.

So you have a headache, and could not accept
the invitation? I am not accustomed to that in my
I cannot prevent your mother from allowdaughter.
"

ing her feelings to affect her brains, at times; but

have a right
all

to

demand

I

that your head should, under

circumstances, remain sound.

accept the invitation to the picnic?

Why

did you not

"

"It would have been an intolerable constraint upon
me," said Laura.
"

understand," replied Mr.

I

Hummel. " I am not
much against them

on his countenance.
" I beg of you to excuse me to the ladies, as I am
obliged to depart immediately: my sister's husband
has died, after a short illness, and my poor sister is
very unhappy." In great agitation, he continued:
" I myself knew my brother-in-law only slightly, but
he was very kind to my sister, and she felt happier

cannot discover that they have greater
either.
I
heads than other people. I am therefore obliged to
consider them simply as ordinary customers who are
not always number one, neither do they always wear

with him than she had ever been in her life. She
writes to me in despair, and the misfortune is for her

spectable

quite inexpressible.

Under

existing circumstances

she cannot remain in her present abode, and I foresee
that she must return to us. It is our bitter fate always
to

be tossed about, never to remain quiet.
I shall meet with a similar misfortune.

I

that

myself happy here,

—to you

whether

I

shall

feel

few

sitting-room

ballads.

illness,

and

sat in her

rummaging about among

the old

After the meeting in the village garden she

had discovered with dismay that, in her anxiety about
the Doctor, she had much diminished her treasure:
full a dozen of the best were gone, and thus the tie by
which she held the collector's heart fast threatened
She had, therefore, not sent anyto come to an end.
thing since the drinking-song.
But to-day, when the
Doctor had experienced treatment that gave her more
concern than it did him, she sought for something to
console him.
A heavy step on the staircase disturbed her in the

in-

it

you

shall

for the reason; and, be-

now be no

question of

Laura perceived, from the expression of her fathat he had some other idea in

ther's countenance,

"

If

you wish
I

it.

know

to

am

will

make no

my own

account;

the truth,

not invited on

I

what do these people care about me?
the appendage of our lodgers."

for

"

the city.

returned to the city in earnest conversation.

when a prince

entertainment, and you refuse to

tween you and me,
headache."

secret of

in a

summer

as your father, ask

my sister tome kindly."

go to

Use hastened to her husband, who had been requested by the Chamberlain to act for the Prince. It
was immediately determined to break up the party:
the children were put into the carriages, and the rest

Meanwhile Laura feigned

I,

his head.

morrow for a few days. Pray think of
He bowed and retired into the tent, and
minutes his carriage was on its way back to

little

go,

can confess this, and I
it very uncertain
I

Nevertheless,

vites you, with other distinguished persons, to a re-

makes

ever return.

favor of princes, but not

in

number one goods.

know
I

—

I

regret to say that this death

much

You knew

you jumped
"

The

that

when

It is

only as

the invitation came, and yet

for joy."

idea only occurred to

me

afterwards

when

—

"When

you learnt that the Doctor over there was
not invited," completed Mr. Hummel. " Your mother is
a very worthy woman, for whom I entertain the highest respect, but it sometimes happens that one can
screw a secret out of her. When you thus ruminate
over what neither your father nor the world should
know, you should confide it to no one, either in our
house or in any other."
"

Very

well,"

have discovered
plebeian just as

it,

hear

much

as

if

you

now from me. I am a
Fritz Hahn is; he has been
it

Court people more frequently
no notice of him made it clear to
that they considered one who is his equal as a

in the society

than

me

said Laura, with decision; "

I;

of those

their taking

superfluous addition."
{To be continued.)
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Etude Logique.

Classification des Sciences,

By Ad-

Geneva & Basle: 1888. H. Georgi. i fr., 50c.
an interesting treatise of limited scope upon the
important and fundamental question of the classification of the sciences.
Mr. Adrien Naville is professor at the Academy of Neuricn Navillc.

The above

is

chatel and is known, apart from other publications, as the author
of " JulUn L'Apostal ct sa Philosophic dii Polytheisiiie."
Mr. Naville finds the starting-point of

natural groups:
things that exist

(i)

The

a logical classification in these three

sciences of the

— History;

(2)

The

tions of the fossibU, or the sciences of

The

or sciences of

real,

sciences of the necessary condi-

laws

—Theorematics;
The

sciences of the ideal, or the rules of activity.

treatment of each of these three subdivisions
ness, ease of

successive

marked by

clear-

development, and even a certain grace of literary ex-

One

ecution.

is

(3)

finishes this little

pamphlet of

forty-six pages with

and nothing but the truth,
should be told in love."

'

New

Charles Scribner's Sons.

York: 1888.

The author has done

a meritorious work in presenting the His-

tory of the Reformation to American readers.

from German and other sources

vestigations

He makes many

in-

and

his

accessible,

enthusiasm for the subject adds a peculiar charm to the

ideal

book.

Schaff has gone to Europe repeatedly; he searched

Prof.

the libraries for information and visited the classical localities not
only where Luther, Zwingli, Calvin, and

Knox

lived

and preached,

but also those places where their antagonists, the Pope Leo, Philip
II,

Ignatius, Loyala, etc., breathed the air of

is,

modern

made Protestantism
modern civilization."

The Reformation
tianity,

of the

movement

"The

six-

Middle Ages and

Starting from religion,
to

it

the chief propelling force in the

not yet closed.

dil/iir-Kaiiipf

the nineteenth century

is

is

still

(like

He

lets it be right and true, no matter how
and impossible it sounds. So did Abraham take his reason
captive and slay it, inasmuch as he believed God's Word, wherein
was promised him that from his unfruitful and as it were dead
"
wife, Sarah, God would give him seed.'
Luther called reason " the mistress of the devil," " the ugly

"a poisonous

many

beast with

dragon's heads,"

enemy," and said "that reason has been and
ought to have been drowned in baptism." We must add that Luther's vehement denunciations will be better understood if we consider how they had been provoked.
Luther opposed the subjectivity of the Bilderstiirmer, Schwarmgeister and Sacrameiitirer, also
that of the schoolmen and their Aristotelian subtleties. All these people relied upon reason or upon their own subjective conviction or
inspiration.
Luther's idea of Christian freedem was not at variance with obedience and objective order. Similarly, Kant's idea of
autonomy and freedom of will is ultimately found identical with
universal law in spite of all its objective reality and rigidity.
Luther himself reasoned on the scriptures very freely, and his
criticisms (notably interpretations) are often arbitrary. But he had
no patience with men who as a matter of principle identified freedom and anarchy.
Our main objection to the author was stated to be his orthodox standpoint. This fact bears most unfavorably upon the presentation of the subject in that it weakens the scientific spirit of
enquiry. He speaks of Reformatory Ages as being " ushered in by
a providential concurrence of events and tendencies of thought."

The

bitterest

historian has to trace the inner necessity of

human

develop-

ment, and to attribute any great accomplishment or progress of
humanity to " the design of Providence " must be characterized as
the orthodox views of

If

the author were less pronounced, his book would undoubtedly gain
a

much

larger circle of readers.

P.

c.

NOTES.

recognizes that

the time preceding the

it

foolish

Prof. Schaff justly states

going on."

eminently

And

that

holds to God's Word, and

an uncritical and unscientific standpoint.

not only a restoration of early Chris-

is

is

gave,

every forward move-

but also the inauguration of modern Christianity.

the great
that

marks the end

times.

mighty impulse

directly or indirectly, a

history of

Reformation of the

next to the introduction of Christianity, the

greatest event in history. It

the beginning of

ment, and

"The

Schaff correctly says:

Prof.

teenth century

Romanism.

'

wrings the neck of reason and strangles the beast, which else the
whole world, with all creatures, could not strangle. But how? It

"God's

York.

of the historian; but truth

the e.xplanation of his favorite Epistle to the Galatians,

devil's bride,"

History of the Reformation. By Philip Schaff, Professor of
Church History in the Union Theological Seminary, New

aim

But nevertheless our author condemns "Rationalism" and
to be in full sympathy with Luther's invectives against reason.
"In his trials and temptations Luther clung all the more
mightily to the Scriptures and to faith which believes against reason and hopes against hope.
It is a quality of faith,' he says in

and we regret that lack of space prevents us
from entering into a critical discussion of Mr. Naville's analysis.
We may recommend it to our readers as uniting the charm of lucid expression with the more solid merit of logical consistency.
reading,

its

the

is

seems

the sense of having unconsciously experienced a clarification of

ideas in

Ill

Prof. Dr. Alfred

zum Ewigen

Weber, the author

Leben, remarks, in a private

of

Die Religion ah Wille

lettei-.

relative to the re-

The Open Court,

Reformation) an age of discovery and invention, of enquiry and

view of his pamphlet published in No.

progress.

as follows:
" Regarding the wish expressed at the conclusion of your re-

"

And both then

now

and liberty
takes two opposite directions, either towards skepticism and infidelity, or towards a revival of true religion from its primitive
as

the enthusiasm for light

sources."

"The

"and aim of evangelical
by Paul in his anti-Judaistic Epistle to the Galatians: "For freedom did Christ set us free; stand
fast, therefore, and be not entangled again in a yoke of bondage."
We see the progress of the Reformation almost exclusively in
this spirit of freedom.
Not so our author; and it is here where we
cannot follow, but must let him go his own paths. He sees little
difference between Romanism and Orthodox Protestantism, and he
"What unites them is far deeper, stronger, and more
is right.
important than what divides them * * « and so the war between Protestantism and Romanism will ultimately pass away in
God's own good time." Prof. Schaff is an Orthodox Protestant.
He is broad, but not free from dogmatism. He says: " Facts must
control dogmas, and not dogmas facts.
Truth, the whole truth,
spirit,"

Protestantism

is

Prof.

Schaff says,

best expressed

of

54,

me say that my pamphlet is intended as a purely psychoand not as a metaphysical, study. The theologians and
philosophers, who have broached their opinions in such profusion
upon the Nature of Religion,' tell us, as a rule, what religion should
the real, the existing religion.
be; I meant to tell simply what it is
Our investigation has to do with real religion only,' are the express
But. of course, I intimate thereby a fact
words I use on page 22
that is perhaps sufficiently known to you through former publications
and disquisitions, and which constitutes the fundamental idea of
my treatise entitled L'Economie dtt Salut, Etude stir le Dogme
dans ses Rapports avec la Morale that for me. too, an ideal religion
view,

let

logical,

'

—

'

—

—

exists; the religion that

'

'

the Christian aspires

to,

but never fully or

completely reaches on this side of the threshold of death (ibid.).
In the place of Horror it puts (in so far as it is sentiment) Amor;
in the place of

dualism

(in

so far as

it is

in the place of a priesthood (in so far as

Samaritan precepts.

a conception), monism;

it is

a

cult), the

practice of
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nute organisms revealed to us by the aid of the microscope. They inhabit the water we drink, the
food we eat, the air we breathe. They live as para-

and

flesh of animals,

and

in

plants; aiding or injuring their hosts, as the case

They

be.

lie

dormant in a particle of dust, a
They roam free and unconfined

drop of water, to them a world. Infinite in
number, variety of size and manner of appearance,
the same beings that the unaided vision of man
cannot alone discover, form no unimportant factor
in the construction of continents and in the conin a

the simplest

known forms

of

life,

globe
They are
and every contri-

bution that throws light upon their mode of existence, cannot fail to be of transcendent interest
to biologist
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Mr. Conway here discusses a subject that the
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Modern

Science.
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The question of the rehuman soul has ever
we find it attrac-

in this essay

tively yet accurately treated,
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